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HEALTH & SAFETY FOCUS
Happy New Year Everyone

Hope you had a great Christmas break and got all you wanted!
How many of you stubbed a toe, banged a thumb or cut yourself fitting new toys
to your trucks? Some items may still be in boxes waiting for some decent weather
or maybe you’re still trying to get over a cold. When you come to use your new
winches, high lift jacks, chainsaws or welders, please consider your safety – make
sure you’ve got the right protective equipment, gloves, glasses, etc. And don’t blind
yourself or others with your new light bars or spots!
Stay safe, and look after your buddies that may not be as safety conscious as you!

Thought of the month
“Complete tasks as you would expect
your kids to do them... SAFELY
Jason Greenwood, Health & Safety Officer
healthandsafety@glass-uk.org

THE GLASS BULLETIN

As the 4x4 community seems to fragment even more, weakening our voice
(has anyone ever seen ‘Horton Hears a Who!’?), I’m pleased to say our
membership is still on the increase. The more members we have means the
more we can do. The more lanes we can protect. The more we can give back
to you, the member. So please tell others about us and suggest they join. It’s
less than half a tank of fuel for a years membership. Bargain!
House of Lords NERCA Review Update
JANUARY 17, 2018
After our oral evidence session to the House
of Lords Select Committee reviewing the NERC
Act 2006 – see previous posting here – we were
invited to submit further written evidence. This,
together with further written evidence from the
TRF, GLEAM, and others, has now been posted on
the Parliament.uk website. To read the submissions,
follow this link, then scroll down to Written
evidence, select View all, and look for documents
published in January 2018. We will be reviewing
the written evidence submitted by GLEAM (all 23
pages of it) in due course, but remain unaware
of the Lords’ overall timetable for reporting and
recommendations (if any).
LARA
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Want to help?
Donate to our fighting fund
Join us
Renewals
Club affiliation
Interested in being on the
Exec Committee. You have
to have been a member for
a year. If so, drop us a line
here for more info.
Think you’re up to the task
of being a GLASS Rep?
Want to help an existing
Rep? If so, drop us a line
here for more info.

Poultry Farms and Avian Influenza
In case you had not yet been alerted, the
government are now advising poultry farmers to
follow the latest government advice in light of a
recent outbreak of avian flu across Europe.
Keepers of poultry and other captive birds in
Britain are now legally required to keep their birds
indoors, or take appropriate steps to keep them
separate from wild birds.
In the light of this, and unless absolutely
necessary, please do not directly visit poultry farms
until the prevention zone has been lifted. If it is
essential for you to visit and are invited in by the
farmer, please ensure you follow their strict advice
in relation to bio security.
So our advice is to avoid any lanes that go near a
poultry farm. Please spread the word. Thanks.
Duncan Green, CEO

Derbyshire
Back Lane
A Public Inquiry into the legal status of Back Lane
(aka Two Dales) was held on 16th and 17th January
2018 in Matlock Town Hall.
The photo shows a vehicle on part of the lane
which DCC (and GLEAM/PHP etc) want to classify
as a bridleway. Note the c.18th Century guide stoop
on the right, and the potential width of the lane,
which has been gradually restricted by overgrowth
of vegetation, and lower down the lane by water
erosion damage.

Alan Kind (representing TRF) attended on the
first morning, and PDVUG members (Nigel Bennett
and David Sparkes, supported by three GLASS area
reps) attended over the full two days. Thanks are
due to the PDVUG and GLASS reps, 4x4 drivers and
trail riders who gave their time during the inquiry
to give verbal and/or written evidence to support
vehicular status for the whole route. The Inspector
will consider all the evidence over the next few
weeks, and will then publish her decision.
If the decision deviates from the original DCC
order for part Bridleway (up to Butchers Lane), and
part BOAT, there will be an opportunity for us to
consider her interim decision and submit further
objections if desired.
If the DCC order is confirmed unaltered by the
Inspector, there will only be a short window in
which the user groups may challenge the decision
in a Judicial Review, but no opportunity for further
DMMO objections.
We will keep our readers informed when the
Inspector’s decision is published.
Chris Mitchell, Derbyshire Rep

Flintshire
It’s been good to have a small reminder for people
to close the gates when driving the Wayfarer in
North Wales. All gates are boundaries between

Membership
You can now
update your
postal address or
email online here.
If you are unable to for
any reason please email
membership@glass-uk.org
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farmers and they always need to be closed, I know
it’s not our normal practice but it works for this
lane.
We’ve had many (MANY!) complaints about this
and have put signs up, repaired and replaced gates,
but still people keep leaving them open. The more
people that close them the more it will become the
norm.
Other than that I haven’t had an engine in the
Landy since October when it started breathing
heavy, I took it out then ironically I ended up in
hospital with breathing issues! All sorted now but
I’ve not done anything for months other than via
email and on line.
Dax Henson, Flintshire rep

Cumbria
Mountain Road, Hawkeshead
Please be aware that there is a TTRO on Mountain
Road while repairs are made. It came into force
on 26 January and will last for six months or until
the works are complete. Please re-route. You can
download the details and location by clicking here.
Dean Spencer, Cumbria rep

Dorset
Winter is now properly upon us and with that has
also brought some imminent Voluntary Restraint
(VR) notices to some popular locations just outside
of our area:
Hampshire: Whitsbury Down
Wiltshire: Oxdrove
Wiltshire: Copehill Down
The Whitsbury Down VR would likely encompass all
BOATs immediately south of the A354 entry point,
there are several areas in the southeast quadrant
towards Wick Down that are badly eroded, this will
likely also include the BOAT which runs through the
wood into the back of Coombe Bissett.
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The Oxdrove VR could very well be for its entire
length from Win Green to the A354 south west of
Coombe BIssett, I am fairly certain that the Win
Green to Monks Down section and the section
which runs from Woodminton Down past the Hut
Farmhouse to the A354 will have VR notices on
them as per previous years.
Copehill Down will most likely follow on from last
years VR and encompass all the popular mud runs
and submarine pens in the ‘German Village’ area.
It’s a big, almost triangular shaped area bounded
by the tarmac roads connecting the villages of
Chitterne, Tilshead and Shrewton.
Please respect these notices: Although voluntary
restraint does mean just that, it also means that
it is down to us to voluntarily self regulate our
activities in an effort to protect these routes from
further damage caused by using them excessively
or if the ground conditions are too wet....
greenlaning isn’t ‘all about mud’.
In other news, the small network of lanes by
the Heavy Horse Centre area near Verwood have
come under the social media spotlight again: Yet
another solo vehicle managed to get rather stuck
down there today, the driver of which had a long
walk to Cranborne in order to get enough signal
on his phone to put out a distress call, luckily
someone was willing to come out on Christmas Eve
to help, so hopefully a lesson has been learnt about
researching routes beforehand and not to venture
out on your own.
This lane has a history of vehicles getting stuck
and even tractors getting stuck whilst attempting
to recover a stranded 4x4, so please always try to
exercise some restraint by staying away from the
Heavy Horse Centre area when ground conditions
are debatable, best practice is to certainly get
out and check the ground conditions before
proceeding, if in doubt turn around and come back
another day.

Worldwide Shipping
Same day international dispatch

There is an element of ambiguity as to whether
there is a current TRO in force or not at the Heavy
Horse Centre, I shall endeavour to undertake a
site visit over the Christmas period to assess the
current state of affairs before sharing information
and obtaining a definitive answer from Dorset CC
RoW in the new year.
As it currently stands, the most up to date
information which I can currently offer (from my
Hampshire GLASS Rep colleague who lives nearby)
is that the Mill Lane BOAT E38.17 section and the
shorter section of UCR 37 running northeast from
the BOAT are generally ok to drive with caution
and when ground conditions allow, the other end of
UCR 37 which runs south is absolutely not suitable
to drive and should be considered as being out of
bounds/avoided at all costs.
Thank you for your support, I hope that you enjoy
a great festive period and wish you all the best for
2018.
Rob Elliott, Dorset Rep

Herefordshire
What a surprise, a very overgrown lane (UCR)
at Hoarwithy, SO5430-1 Knapp Green has been
cleared.
Does anybody know who did it, I would like to know,
as they did a brilliant job! I wonder if they found my
CB aerial?
Duncan Green, Herefordshire Rep

Hertfordshire
Our second experimental TRO where 4x4 drivers
will require a permit to access is due to reopen
after extensive reworking to the drainage system. I
plan to do some more beginners runs soon, so keep
an eye on the forum/facebook for more info.
Russell Huffer, Hertfordshire Rep

Leicestershire
Happy New Year Leicestershire! The countryside
has been beautiful in the snow, hope you’ve
enjoyed the views and looked after the lanes on
your travels,

Please remember when you’ve finished on the
lanes to log your experience on Trailwise
Jason Greenwood, Leicestershire Rep

West Midlands
I have started a new GLASS West Midlands
Facebook page. Please drop by and say hi. You can
access it here.
David Bradley-Scrivener, West Midlands Rep

Northumberland
A snowy day brings great joy.
Over the past few months, GLASS, the TRF,
Northumberland County Council and Northumbria
Police have been working with the Forestry

Commission. I asked the GLASS Exec if they would
help with a donation of £250 to go towards the cost
of new signs that show the legal routes in Slaley
Forest. The new signs look great and we all hope it
will help deter off piste activity as there is now no
excuse for not being legal. I would also like to thank
local GLASS Member Mark Lee for his help.

Executive
meetings
28th January 2018
18th March 2018
8th July 2018
2nd September 2018
9th December 2018
(AGM)
10th March 2019
Any guest wishing to
attend, please contact:
secretary@glass-uk.org

Press release
Following financial support for signage from GLASS
and Northumbria TRF, the Forestry Commission
have put out the following press release:

Green lanes get the green light as
Slaley Forest partnership promotes
responsible use of public byways
New signage is now in place at the Forestry
Commission’s Slaley forest, Northumberland, which
provides clear information on the rights of way
through the forest trails.
Forestry Commission, working in collaboration
with Northumbria Police, Northumberland County
Council, Green Lane Association, Northumbria Trail
Riders Fellowship and the local community, have
improved access information so that everyone can
enjoy the forest safely. Slaley forest welcomes a
variety of users from walkers, cyclists and horse
riders to trail bikers and 4x4 drivers. The new
signage clearly explains which routes through the
forest are legally open to all traffic.
Alex MacLennan, Recreation & Public Affairs
Manager for Forestry Commission for the North
East has been leading the project and explains:
“Forestry Commission welcomes everyone to
the public forest estate. Slaley is a popular location
for trail bike riders and 4x4 drivers and part of
managing this site with multiple users is to ensure
that the public byways are clearly marked so
everyone can maximise their enjoyment of this
special forest, whilst at the same time staying on
the right side of the law.”
Neighbourhood Inspector Pam Bridges said:
“Northumbria Police is delighted to support this
collaborative initiative. Police will continue to work
with local agencies and individuals to ensure this
area is available for visitors to enjoy.”
Northumbria TRF welcome all responsible trail
riders who are looking to learn where they can ride
in the area, and have been a key contributor and
partner in this project. Greg Villalobos said:
“All the riders at Northumbria Trail Riders Fellowship are proud to have been part of this initiative.
We value the Green Road network in the north east
and understand that Slaley Forest is an important
and sensitive part of that. We believe that with a
respectful approach all users can use the byways
open to all traffic and that having clear signage,
that doesn’t discriminate against any particular
user group, helps send out a positive message
about where vehicles can and can’t access.”
An equal contributor to the partnership has been

Please note
After a warning was
issued by the Met Office
advising of significant
snowfall on Sunday 10th,
December, the meeting
was rearranged and went
ahead on Sunday 28th
January.

the Green Lane Association (GLASS), who promote
the responsible use of our public byways. Daren
Clark, GLASS Rep for Northumberland adds:
“The Green Lane Association (GLASS) is proud
to support and work with the Forestry Commission
in promoting the responsible use of our public
byways. These new signs should make it easier for
all users to access the forest legally. We believe
everyone has a part to play in preserving this
sensitive area of the northeast for all to enjoy.”
Darren Clarke, Northumberland Rep

Oxfordshire
During the summer last year, OCC graded the
surface of Green Road, Letcombe Regis resulting
in a smooth surface and removing the deep ruts –
ruts that were deeper than anything a recreational
4x4 could create. Unfortunately with the recent
wet weather the surface is deteriorating again,
agricultural vehicles at one end, but there is plenty
of evidence of 4 and 2 wheel use. My counterpart in
the Oxfordshire TRF has been in contact with OCC
offering to help with undergrowth clearance ,and
work to help the wetter parts drain. I have made
similar offers in the past and have done so again
this last weekend using some of the images that
have been posted on Facebook of the work done
for Wiltshire. I am expecting the same negative
(usually no) response, but if they do accept GLASS
volunteers I’ll be after help. With precious few
Byways in Oxfordshire, can we please avoid using
them at this time of year. There are a few hard
surface lanes that I am happy to recommend for
those that do need their fix at this time of year –
and that does include me!

surface, grass on soil, will not take any form of use
at this time of the year. When we have a drought, I’ll
let you all know where it is, finding it hard waiting
myself. (Good plan Matt – after all this work, it
would be a shame to lose the route to a TRO. It’s
very low lying, so a summer only lane, Editor).
Matt Judson, Oxfordshire Rep

Powys
CR127
The eastern section of CR127 (SO1159-02) is being
TTROd for the winter because two large holes have
developed. Our representatives on Powys-BUG
have agreed to the TRO on the basis repairs will be
made in the new financial year.
The western section (colloquially known as
Slasher Alley due to its unfortunate history) was
previously extensively repaired by Powys CC is OK
to use.
Water Break Its Neck
Following meetings in January, a contractor has
been appointed to recreate the lane over the side
slope section that had been ploughed out at some
time past. We expect a start date to be announced
soon. This section remains TTROd until the
works are completed. We will continue to monitor
progress of this major positive development!
Laurel Hall (Black Yat)
Also, please avoid Laurel Hall byway (SO1957-01)
and use the UCR shown in red below:

This diversion provides a way up onto Black Yat
avoiding the property where there have been
problems with animals and small children. Plus the
section east of the hall (between Kitchen Farm and
the hall,) is extremely wet, badly rutted and does
not follow the Definitive map route.
Moelfre City
And finally we have been promised an internal
report will be produced by Powys Highways in
February regarding the illegal obstruction of
Moelfre City. We await the as yet unknown content,
before we can determine any action required.
Dale Wyatt, Editor

Shropshire

On another lane, OCC have done some great
work recently putting in a couple of stream
crossings. It has taken quite a few years, but the
narrow plank bridges that were on this Byway have
now been replaced with some bridges worthy of
the description. It has been many years since a 4
or 2 wheeled motorised vehicle has been along it (I
know our Editor has ventured forth on a 2 wheeled
man powered vehicle recently) and as a result the

Sunday 11 Feb Hawkstone event that was
rescheduled from January. Road legal vehicles only.
£20 to drive around the site or free to come and
natter 10-4 pm
Sunday 25 March. I have organised a 4x4 meet
to include GLASS members at RAF Cosford. Meet at
10:30 at RAF Cosford we have our own parking area
between the hangers. Museum is free but parking is
£3. Cafe on site. Great day out at museum or come
and natter about green laning.
Shropshire Outdoor strategy board
I attended another Shropshire Outdoor strategy
board meeting as motorised user rep. Mainly an
info meeting from some of the departments within
the council to give an overview and some facts and

Abbreviations
AONB
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
BOAT
Byway Open to all Traffic
CC
County Council
DM
Definitive Map
DMMO
Definitive Map Modification Order
GLASS
Green Lane Association
GLEAM
Green Lane Environmental Action
Movement (aka: the antis)
HA
Highway Authority
HA1980
Highways Act 1980
LA
Local Authority
LAF
Local Access Forum
LoS
List of Streets
MP
Member of Parliament
NERC (or NERCA)
Natural Environment and Rural
Communities Act (2006)
NPA
National Park Authority
NYCC
North Yorkshire County Council
OS
Ordnance Survey
ORPA
Other Route with Public Access
PBug
Powys Byways User Group
PDVUG
Peak District Vehicle User Group
PSPO
Public spaces protection order
RB
Restricted Byway
ROWIP
Rights of Way Improvement Plan
RuPP
Road Used as a Public Path
TRF
Trail Riders Fellowship
TRO
Traffic Regulation Order
TTRO
Temporary Traffic Regulation Order
TW
TrailWise
UID
Unique Identification Number
UCR
Unclassified Road
VR
Voluntary Restraint
WORMS
Welsh Off Road Motor Strategy.
If anyone wishes to see any other
abbreviations here, please contact
the editor.

figures. There was an interesting presentation by
the ROW department. 5,600km of rights of way in
the county. The third largest right of way county
in the UK. However, sadly only a tiny amount are
BOATs. Interestingly there is also a similar number
of RB (I guess they only were half way through they
reclassification programme when NERC hit the
decks, Editor).
There are also currently some 600 anomalies in
the network where the status of a right of way may
be in question or unknown.
This ties in with discovering lost ways projects
where any potential claims need to be submitted
by 2026 before the legal status is set in stone. The
Right of Way department currently has 60 such
claims submitted by members of the public. If there
are any lanes you consider have vehicle rights
which are not recorded please get in touch with the
Shropshire PROW Dept. Be aware they will ask for
proof of usage by motorised users (very important
post NERC if any DMMO is to reach Byway status,
Editor).
I also had a chance to have a good chat with
the area ranger for Long Mynd. Really nice bloke.
He reported very little issues with 4x4 use which
is good. He’s more than happy for volunteers to
help out if anyone is interested. Please email me
on shropshire.rep@glass-uk.org if you’d like to get
involved.
Stewart Pickering, Shropshire Rep

Wiltshire
Late last year I was asked to contribute to the
on-line Trail magazine of the TRF. For those that
haven’t read it already, please click here for the
final result.
Lane clearance
During the middle of January, I organised the
second lane clearance of the season near Avebury
(on request from Wiltshire CC) on possibly the most
foul day the winter could throw at us! It slung it
down all day and was proper cold with a bracing
wind (Dean, even you would have needed your
coat!). Thanks to all those that braved the wind and
rain. It didn’t let up, but there were smiles all round!
Luckily there were enough volunteers to see the
job done in a half day! Phew.

Suffolk
Please be advised that following the recent wet
weather we have started to receive complaints
about the surface of some of the byways in
Suffolk. We currently do not have any temporary
restrictions in place due to surface damage. Ideally
we would like to avoid any temporary closures to
assist with this can we ask your members to abide
by our voluntary restraint notices that are in place
along routes.
Thank you for your assistance in this matter.
With the recent heavy rain please choose you
routes carefully and ensure that we stick to
sustainable routes... thanks in advance for your
co-operation.’
Area Rights of Way Officer, Suffolk Highways”

Warwickshire
Aston Cantlow are trying to downgrade Newnham
Lane to footpath status, although the Rights of Way
team told them it would take thirty years to process
the claim. Whilst I’m waiting for a replacement
to my role as rep, I’ll try to attend every parish
meeting to simply ask ‘had there been any issues
on Newnham Lane since last month’. At the
moment only one set of people drove the lane in
two vehicles at night over the last two months (not
advised! But not illegal!). It will then be recorded in
the minutes and hopefully we’ll have documentary
evidence showing the problem is smaller then
they are making out... The angry resident who
started this many years ago still hasn’t attended
the meeting since I told him to conduct himself in
a better manner! It’s a shame I hadn’t got to him
earlier. If you would like a copy of all the emails sent
between the parish and Warwickshire CC about
Newnham Lane, then please just drop me an email
to the warwickshire rep account.
Adam Collins, Warwickshire Glass Rep

Lane clearance

We have another planned in February, so here’s
hoping the weather will be a little more kind to us!
Dale Wyatt, Wiltshire rep

North Yorkshire
Deadmans Hill
Could we all avoid Deadmans Hill again. Although
the repairs to the climb have held strong, there is
now water damage at the foot of the climb which is
causing problems for motorists. The original repairs
didn’t have grips put in, and the water is getting
at it already. We have a plan going forward. Please
watch this space or the Yorkshire Facebook page
for further updates.
Barrie Mounty, North Yorkshire Rep

South Yorkshire
2017 wasn’t a good year for me, or for being a Glass
rep in South Yorkshire. Sadly personal issues and ill
health scuppered a lot of the year. The following is
a brief overview of what I did manage to achieve.
I attended the Peterborough show to support the
Show Team on the GLASS stand. I’ve also sorted
a couple of local farmers issues out and did a mini
training course with Yorkshire 4x4 (Ardent) at
Askham Bryan. I didn’t manage to attend any LAF’s
this year, but did visit a local walking club for an

UIDs

SK2182-01
Wondering what a UID
or a two letter/four
number code is? These
are TrailWise Unique
Identification Numbers.
You can find out more
here

informal chat, which went pretty well. I managed to
dispel some misconceptions too! I’ll keep plugging..
Two things I aim to setup properly this year is at
least a bi-monthly pub meet and a regular email to
all South Yorkshire members of GLASS. Onwards
and upwards, as they say!
Paul Draper, South Yorkshire Rep

West Yorkshire
Firstly, Happy New Year to you all. And here’s to a
great 2018 for GLASS and all our members.
It’s been pretty quiet recently in the area,
although we have seen a bit of snow – I hope
everybody who went out in it managed to stay safe
and enjoyed it. Snow always encourages a certain
element to indulge in off-piste driving and I have
had a few reports of such activity, but not as much
as I might have expected, so maybe the message is
getting through.
In December I was asked by some friends in the
West Yorkshire branch of the Discovery Owners
Club to take them out on some lanes as part of
their Christmas do. A very cold and icy Saturday
saw us up in the Yorkshire Dales tackling some
of the lanes and encountering sheet ice, however
everybody had a good day and got through safely.
If anyone has any queries, please get in touch.
Alex Davidson, West Yorkshire Rep

Fly tipping
Following on from the article on fly tipping in our
December magazine, it appear DEFRA are under
taking a consultation on this. I’d like to think it was
due to the strength of the article, although it’s most
likely just coincidence! You can view and take part
here.

Mercedes-Benz
Recently, our Communications Officer, Matt
Henchcliffe, has been advising Mercedes-Benz
owners on where they might be able to take their
new vehicles off tarmac. The result can be read
here.

improved renewal process for Affiliate members
and agreeing in principle a new sponsorship
arrangement to obtain a new show trailer.
It has also been agreed that from this year
the AGM will be put back to December. This will
enable the current years’ accounts to be presented
to members at that meeting rather than just
the previous years. With the continued growth
of GLASS (currently c1700 members/£55k pa
turnover), a number of possible changes to the
way the business is run in the future were also
discussed.’
David Henderson, GLASS Secretary

And now for something completely
different: Bees and Landrovers and
Suzuki SJ’s
What have bees and Land Rovers or Suzuki’s got
to do with each other you may ask? Well without
the trucks, it would be neigh impossible to access
the hives as they’re on two plots of land which are
only accessible across two or three fields. I have
four out apiaries in Cheshire, which are three miles
away from each other as sometimes it is necessary
to move one colony of bees away from the others,
if you move them less than three miles they’ll come
back to where they were originally and fly aimlessly
around looking for their home which you now have
moved, and there not very happy about that.
Two of the apiaries are difficult to get to
especially come wintertime, as crossing fields can
be difficult to say the least even in a 4x4. I’ve been
keeping bees now for nearly ten years and I’m a
member of the British Beekeepers association – my
local branch being The Mid Cheshire Beekeepers
Association. Each year has different challenges
with bees: you think, this year I know what to do.
The trouble is bees don’t read the books, and
they do what they jolly well like! I spoke to one
beekeeper who must be in his late eighties I asked
him how long had he been keeping bees. His
answer was “I was introduced to bees when I was
about two years old”. Now that’s some experience.

Off-road bikers warned they’ll be
arrested if they tear up land on
illegal ‘trail’ days
The link here refers to a number of trail bikers who
were arrested and charged with criminal damage
this week, and had their bikes seized. They were
reported to the police by members of the public
after riding round various different areas in the
Peak Park on illegal tracks and footpaths, causing
significant damage, and foolishly publishing videos
of their off-piste exploits on Youtube. What is
interesting is that by posting videos online, they
ended up convicting themselves! Videos can be
used as evidence.
This, and illegal off roading in 4x4s, is something
we must stamp out. It is not acceptable, and it is
a criminal activity. Please stick to legal vehicular
rights of way.

GLASS Exec meeting, 28th January
After cancellation of the Dec meeting due to the
heavy snow on Dec 10th , the Exec had its first
meeting of the year on Sunday 28 January at the
British Motor Museum at Gaydon. ‘There were 8
officers in attendance. A number of areas were
covered including adopting a new Data Protection
Act Policy, reviewing our insurance cover, putting
in place improved financial controls, reviewing a
number of green lane issues, some of which had
escalated to taking legal action, looking at an

My hives
I have in total at the moment twelve hives at the
four sites. In the winter there’s approximately
7-10,000 bees in each hive, going up as many as

Group
numbers
Can we remind you of
our Code of Conduct.
Groups should consist
of four vehicles or less.
No-one wants to see
convoys of vehicles
in the countryside.
Small numbers slip by
unnoticed.
If you run more than one
group, please think about
running different routes,
not the same one with
staggered starts.
We state that six trucks is
acceptable in some areas.
Please try and keep it to
four, always.
You can read our Code of
Conduct here.

60,000 bees per hive in the middle of summer.
During the spring and summer months you need to
inspect the bees once every week to check for bee
diseases, and treat if required. You need to check
for a multitude of other reasons also – have they a
laying queen, have they enough space in the hive,
have they enough food until the next inspection,
and lastly, are they producing queen cells. If they
are, then there’s a whole lot of work to do to split
the colony up to prevent them swarming out and
annoying the neighbours, and the local population.
Not everyone’s keen on 30,000 buzzy stingy things
landing in their apple tree!!

blowing them to the back. He stopped at the next
traffic lights, opened the rear door and out they
came in a big black cloud. He drove off, to the
person driving behind astonishment! Whether
that’s a true story or not I don’t know but it a good
un! And there’s plenty more like it.
To get the bees on site requires driving across
the moor and along various tracks and fields – with
the land owners permission of course! The Land
Rover, or the Suzuki (my other 4x4) certainly can
handle any terrain to get to the area.
Bringing them back home involves the same
procedure. Load em up and ship em back to where
they came from.
Making honey
Now the next task, is to take the honey off the
hives, which the bees put into what we call supers.
These are smaller wooden frames fitted with a wax
sheet, the bees form cells in the wax sheet and add
more wax to complete the job. They then gather
nectar from the flowers, or trees, or in this case –
heather. They fill the cells with it. After turning it
into honey, they cap the cells over to store it. We
then come along and take this away! The honey is
then extracted from the honey comb and bottled.
It can be sold either as cut comb honey in jars with
liquid honey poured in, or as section honey. The trip
out with the bees to Llandegla was quite successful
as they produced over 30lb of honey, which tastes
delicious.

Heather honey
Some years I had a go at producing heather honey,
or should I say get the bees to do so. To do this
you need to take the hives out to the heather
moors,. Being not too far away from sunny Wales
I take some out to The Llandegla Moors in North
Wales. As group of beekeepers, we go there every
year around mid August . We leave them there
for approximately 4-6 weeks and bring them back
late September. The hives are set up in a sheltered
position usually near a wall. The hives are strapped
up so as they cannot be split apart by inquisitive
sheep, – they sometimes come up close to see
what’s going on, and try and rub themselves
against the hives. This can, of course, mean they
knock them over. Getting them there is quite an
involved procedure. The night before after dusk
and all the bees have finished flying, you need to
shut the bees in the hive and make sure there are
no gaps or escape holes, or any exits. As bees are
quite small insects, they can easily escape though
the joints in the sides of the hive if left slightly
open.
The next morning you then have to lift the hive
into the back of, as in my case, the Landrover 110,
it’s a 300TDI hardtop. I’ve split the cab from the
back off, with a sheet of plywood and sealed as
much as possible so if any bees do escape they
don’t easily get into the front cab. The last thing
you want is 60,000 bees loose in the truck. I took
two hives last year, so that’s somewhere in the
region of 120,000 bees in the back of the truck!
It doesn’t bear thinking about if they managed to
escape for some reason.
There are many a story of bees escaping in the
back of estate cars. One guy told me “out they
came after the hive became undone – bees all over
the windows in the car so he opened the windows

A few facts
The next time you see a jar of honey here are a few
facts to think about.
A single bee transports 20-40mg of nectar at
one flight. She completes 3-10 flights a day. She
would collect for a period of 10-20 days. A colony of
bees deploys between 100,000 – 200,000 foraging
bees in a year. This means a minimum value of
20mgx3 flights per day for 10 days x 100,000
bees would produce 60kg of nectar to be turned
into honey! 25 flights are needed to fill a cell with
honey. The cell measures approx 6mm across and
20mm deep. The bees fly approximately. 55,000
miles to make 1lb honey.
Bees and green laning
When I take the bees out to the heather it involves
sealing them in the hive late at night when they’ve
stopped flying which in mid August could be
10.30pm or so. The next morning iI need to get
up before sunrise to take them out to Llandegla,
so that’s about 4.30 am (a bit early for me these
days!). It needs to be that early to allow the bees to
settle before releasing them on the heather moor
before it gets to hot, as bees develop a lot of heat
when there cooped up in the hive in the back of the
110. Melted wax and bees is not a nice thing to deal
with.
This coincidently gives me plenty of time for the
rest of the day. As I’m already in North Wales near
a honey pot of lanes (pun intended!), it seems a
shame not to drive some. So hopefully this year I’ll
meet up with a few guys and fit in a few. This gives
me chance to see what condition the lanes are in as
I’ve not been able for one reason or another to get
out laning for a while, so its well over due. I’ve been
a member of GLASS since the early nineties, bar a
few years, and also a representative for GLASS and
TreadLightly which I’m more than happy to be. I
hope to continue for many years to come, and work
alongside Darren and the gang in North wales.
Dave Wright, Cheshire

North Yorkshire: Two contrasting photos on the same lane
Photos by Jim Amos

+++ LATE NEWS +++ LATE NEWS +++ LATE NEWS +++ LATE NEWS +++
Essex
January saw the first meeting of the new Essex
County Council Byway Working Group, set up by
the ECC PROW team. Representatives from horse
riders, motorcyclists (TRF and another), and 4x4
groups (GLASS, ELRC and ATUK), and 4 members
of the PROW team. There is also a position for a
rep from the Carriage Drivers, which has as yet not
been taken up.
The meeting opened with an explanation as to
why the Group was set up and how the group will
operate.
Although we have an equestrian rep, who is also
on the Essex LAF, it was pointed out that this group
is mainly for motorised byway users. Decisions will
no longer be just down to councillors. The rights of
way team are there to represent our interest, not
political interest. Byway decisions will be by joint
discussion between the members of the group and
the PROW team.
It has been estimated that to bring all of Essex
Byways up to the state they should be in, ECC
are looking at a cost of 3 million. Their budget is
£300k, and even that figure could be cut further. It
doesn’t not take much guesswork to see why they
are not in the state that perhaps they should be
(this goes for most other counties in the country as
well, Editor).
It therefore is important that they are properly
managed with mutual consent from the users,
which is a major change from the past where user
groups had no input until after the event – in many
cases, often too late.
In my opinion, it was very good meeting, with
the current winter closures being discussed. As to
what happens with them from now on, I can only
see things going from strength to strength. There
will of course be winter TRO’s, and other potential
TRO’s where we can get involved in giving advice.
So there you have it. Will update as we go
through the year,. Our next meeting is in May.
Robert Tongue, Essex Rep

Happy Valley

Protecting our rights
of way doesn’t come
cheap. Be it a court case,
signage or materials for
lane maintenance, we
desperately need to grow
our fighting fund.
So if you have some spare
cash you can donate, or if
you can raise a few quid
from each person on your
laning trip, or even if you
can have a whip round
at your pub meet please
contribute! It will be going
to a good cause.
You can donate here.
Or you can pay via PayPal
direct by sending your
donation to fightingfund@
glass-uk.org

As you all know there has been VR on Happy Valley
for some time. This is advertised online and has
been signposted on numerous occasions. However
undesirables keep removing the signs. GLASS
contacted Snowdonia National Park Authority
(SNPA) in November last year after reports
of a broken down vehicle stuck on the route.
GLASS officers spoke at length with SNPA PROW
department who were looking to close (TTRO)
the route for considerable time due to issues in
the area the vehicle was stuck. GLASS stated it
would not support any TTRO on the route unless a
program of works was agreed. GLASS has offered
man power, financial assistance, project planning
assistance and improved signage for VR.
We have also been in contact with the Police
regarding the abandoned vehicle. We look forward
to a joint project with SNPA, the highway authority
and GLASS.

Yorkshire
June 29, 30 + 1 July 2018
Hi all, the Yorkshire reps are holding an event
on the weekend above. There will be camping
available, and it’s hoped we can run trips in the
Dales, Moors and East Yorkshire from the site which
is located in Nawton near Helmsley. For details on
attending, please email me by clicking here. Thanks.

Help us build our
Fighting Fund

VOLUNTARY
RESTRAINT

Barrie Mounty, North Yorkshire Rep

Recreational motorists are asked

NOT TO PROCEED
BEYOND THIS POINT
VALID FROM 01 JANUARY 2018

Failure to comply could result in full time closure
The future of recreational motoring is in your hands
Reasons:
For the protection of the highway and
surrounding land until repairs can be made

Road Name
Happy Valley, Gwynedd
Contact gwynedd.rep@glass-uk.org

BY MAKING A
DONATION TODAY
- YOU’LL HELP TO
KEEP VEHICULAR
RIGHTS OF WAY
OPEN FOR
TOMORROW!

FOR SALE
It’s rare for us to advertise a car in our Bulletin, but we felt this was an exceptional circumstance.
The Land Rover was owned by Graham Glover, a well know member in Dorset. Sadly he died on
4th November 2017. His brother is the executor of his estate and would like Graham’s Land Rover
to be sold to a fellow GLASS member, someone who will continue to drive green roads in it.

2008 DEFENDER 90

Registered March 2008, 68035 miles
Keswick green
Standard 2402cc Ford Duratorq turbo diesel
122 hp , 265 lb ft Torque
Six gears
Power steering
Masai glass kit on rear
2-inch suspension lift (IIRC)
33/12.50/15 GT Radial Adventuro M/T Mud Terrain 108Q tyres, 5
off, in almost new condition
13,000lb winch with wireless remote control
Ground anchor with pulley
Full body protection cage
Rock sliders
Raptor snorkel and axle breathers
Front and rear tow balls
LED Headlights UK/EU marked 2 x 50W
Big single LED light bar on roof + 2 smaller on bull bar
LED reversing lights
LED internal lights in rear
Air horns

CB Radio and quick detach aerial
Bluetooth radio and phone kit
Fire extinguisher
SafeT pedal security lock
Cobra Thatcham immobiliser
Some wear in the cab:
– the drivers vinyl seat is split in one patch, the passenger is
cracking but intact.
– The drivers door trim has a couple of little chunks out of the
black bits
– Some general wear and tear on the vinyl floor/bulkhead trim
The RHS rear bumperette has a relatively minor dent in it
Looking for £19995, but open to offers from GLASS members.
Please email: Nigel@kirel.co.uk

GLASS
Facebook pages
Berkshire/ Hampshire
Cambridgeshire
Cornwall
Cumbria
Dorset

Family run Guest House & Self Catering
Cottages with Spectacular views,
en-suite bedrooms, comfortable lounge
bar & excellent home cooked food. Ideal
for individuals and groups with space for
35 people.
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Pressure Washer, drying room, map room
with local lanes marked, on-site 4x4
course & guides available.
12:23

Essex
Herefordshire/Gloucestershire
Hertfordshire
Middle England
Northants and Beds
North East
North Wales groups
Oxfordshire

Extensive network of lanes in the area
with at least 4 days of routes available
From the farm.

Shropshire

A very popular venue for both individuals
and groups of 4x4 enthusiasts.

Sussex

Llanerchindda Farm
www.cambrianway.com

Tel: 01550 750274 Email: info@cambrianway.com
Cynghordy, Llandovery, Carmarthenshire, SA20 0NB

South and Mid Wales
Suffolk

West Mids Green Lane Association
Wilts and West
Worcestershire
Yorkshire
TrailWise

Name of the month.
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If you have something you’d like to see in print, please email:
editor@glass-uk.org. Remember you can also follow us on facebook:
GreenLaneAssociation and on twitter: Glass_uk

